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INC: BT AUDIO SELF-HEALING

BT Audio self-healing
Based on the survey report, there are still many users using wired headset or 2.4GHz proprietary
RF headset with Notebook, PC…etc. while having the conf. call.
After studied the report we found there is one reason to cause this situation that sometimes the
user might NOT hear the audio from the conf. call or they don’t know they are muted by
themselves or someone from the call so they might blame the BT audio no matter on NB or on
headset.
This disclosure is trying to fix this problem with a background service / daemon on behalf of user
to enjoy the wireless (Bluetooth) audio user experience.
While user is having the conf. call with people, they might use BT audio (NB BT <->BT headset)
and based on our experience and the customer service report, the most annoying problems are:
1. The user can NOT hear what other people are talking about in the conf. call and they
don’t know what happen or the meeting is started or not but keep waiting for it
2. When user is NOT talking, he/she might mute the audio but when he/she wants to
talk, he/she might forget to unmute but keep talking and people in the call can’t hear
what he/she is talking about or someone in the call might mutes the user for some
reasons but when the user is trying to say something, he/she won’t notice he/she gets
muted.
In the Bluetooth audio patent, the 0xa5a5a5a5… means the audio silence so we want to use this
audio patent to solve the problems.
When user makes the Bluetooth connection between Notebook and the Bluetooth headset for a
conf. call, the audio connection (Bluetooth SCO link) will be setup as well and then our daemon
will talk to Notebook Bluetooth module firmware and request it to monitor if there is audio silent
packet – 0xa5a5a5a5…… or not.
Once there is the audio silent packet for a period of time then the Bluetooth Firmware will notice
the daemon and then the daemon will check if there is any communication application is running
on the Notebook and also there is a call is ongoing as shown below…
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If yes and the audio silent packet is from Bluetooth Headset to Notebook Bluetooth module then
the daemon will pop up a message to inform user that the Microphone is muted and do you want
daemon to unmute for the user.
If the audio silent packet is from Notebook Bluetooth module to the Bluetooth headset then the
daemon will check if the audio endpoint on the Notebook is set to wrong one and configure the
right one on behalf of the user.
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